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Summary

The strength and rigidity of an experimental pole-frame construction were
evaluated by subjecting full-size structural frames to simulated wind and
snow loading conditions. All frames sustained test loads greater than the
computed design load. Failures in the test assemblies occurred in various
members, indicating that the frames were of a balanced design. The construction tested, the results of tests, and the failures that occurred in the
pole frame are illustrated.

Introduction

This report presents the results of a series of tests conducted at the Forest
Products Laboratory on full-size structural roof frames for an experimental
pole-frame building. The Livestock Engineering and Farm Structures Research Branch, Agricultural Engineering Research Division, Agricultural
Research Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture, suggested the design
for the experimental structure and cooperated in the work.
1 This work was done in cooperation with the Livestock Engineering and Farm
Structures Research Branch, Agricultural Engineering Research Division,
Agricultural Research Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture.
2
— Maintained at Madison, Wis. , in cooperation with the University of Wisconsin.
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Agriculture-Madison

Previously, tests had been made at the Forest Products Laboratory, in cooperation with the Agricultural Research Service, with a number of methods
of joining members and with different types of fasteners that are applicable
for use in pole-frame construction. The results of these tests are covered
in the appendix of this report. The modified methods of fastening the members that had been proved superior were used in the construction of the fullsize pole frames for this experiment. Most of the details of the test frame
and the various design and service loads were suggested by the Livestock
Engineering and Farm Structures Research Branch of the Agricultural Engineering Research Division, Agricultural Research Service.

Description of Frames

The test frames were designed for a structure with a 30-foot clear span, a
height of 12 feet at the eave, and for a 15-foot spacing. A model building of
this general type is illustrated in figure 1. The rafters consisted of heavy
built-up members. They were built with a 4-in-12 slope and fastened to the
tops of the poles with plywood gussets that were nailed to both the rafters and
poles. Spreading of the assemblies at the tops of the poles was resisted by a
metal tie strap that spanned the poles of each frame. The construction details of the test frames are shown in figure 2.
Each rafter was built up of three 2- by 12-inch planks with a collar beam or
tie 2 by 8 inches by 12 feet in size on each side near the peak. The lumber
was S4S Standard grade Douglas-fir with an average moisture content of about
15 to 18 percent. The average specific gravity of the lumber, based on the
weight and volume of an ovendry sample was 0.46. Three 24-gage metal
straps 1-1/2 inches by 4 feet 11 inches in size were nailed on the tops of the
rafter members over the peaks. Twenty-four tenpenny nails were used to
nail down the strips.
The poles were 16-foot, creosote-treated, round southern pine poles with 5to 6-inch tops. The poles tapered about 1 inch throughout their lengths. The
moisture content of the poles, as determined by an electric moisture meter,
averaged about 14 to 22 percent at 1 inch and from about 16 to 28 percent at
2 inches from the surfaces of the poles. The plywood gusset plates were 3/4inch, 5-ply Douglas-fir, graded as Ext-DFPA-A-B. They were nailed to the
rafters and poles as shown in figure 2. The metal tie strap was 0.05- by 2inch commercial steel strapping and was joined at its ends by double crimping two 3-inch metal strap seals about the strap.
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Test Methods

Six structural frames were tested in a truss-testing machine, as shown in
figures 3 and 4. The load was applied at the quarter points of each rafter by
means of steel cables that passed about a series of sheaves and were pulled
by a variable-speed wine h. For the 3 tests with assemblies ITU, 2TU, and
3TU, the rafters were 1 oaded on their upper edges to simulate dead or snow
load (fig. 3); and for th e 3 tests with assemblies 1TI, 2TI, and 3T1, the rafters were inverted and loaded to simulate uplift or suction resulting from
wind (fig. 4).
The frames were loa ded by means off the truss-testing machine at increments
of about 350 pounds; the weight of the frames was excluded from the test load.
The loading was st opped momentarily when each load increment was reached,
and the deflections were read. The deflection of each frame was measured
vertically at the p eak and horizontally at the eaves. The tension in the tie
strap of the fra mes tested in the upright position was measured with SR-4
strain gages . The slip of the nails in the plywood gusset plates of the frames
tested in an inv erted position was measured with dial gages.
The butt end of each pole, or the portion of the pole normally set in the ground,
was attached to a timber 8 inches square by 20 feet long with four 3/4-inch
bolts and fo ur 2-5/8-inch shear plates. A spacer block 3-1/2 by 8 inches by
4 feet glued to the 8- by 8-inch timber at the connection of the pole permitted
the pole to deflect outward above the groundline. The timbers rested on load
cells so th at the loads at the reaction points were recorded at both ends of
the fram e. Measurements taken between the poles and the reaction points
during t est showed that less than 0.14 inch of slip resulted in the shear plate
connect or joints and the support blocks.
The fr ames that were tested in the upright position were restrained against
later al movement at the eave lines, at the midpoint of each rafter, and at
the p eaks.

Calculations for Design

The adequacy of the strength and rigidity of the experimental pole-frame construction assemblies can be evaluated by comparing the test results with the
loads that the structure would be expected to withstand in service. The service or design loads shown in figures 5 to 8, and 16 are based on the following conditions and assumptions:
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Span of pole frames is 30 feet, spacing of pole frames is 15 feet, height of
poles from groundline to eave line is 12 feet, slope of roofs is 4 in 12, design
Uplift,
snow load is 20 pounds per square foot of horizontal projection.
based on a wind of 77 miles per hour is 22-1/2 pounds per square foot
of horizontal projection, 1 dead load of roof coverings is 5 pounds per square
foot, dead load of pole frames is 700 pounds, 1 design load for snow and dead
load per frame is 25 pounds per square foot times the area and equals 11,250
pounds. Design load for wind load per frame is 22-1/2 pounds times the area
minus the weight of the roof covering and equals 7,375 pounds.

Discussion of Results

The results of downward and upward loading on the pole-frame test assemblies are shown by the curves indicating deflection at various loads in figures
5 to 8. Figures 9 to 15 show the means of loading the frames for tests
in both directions, as well as failures and distortions of the members. The
stretch .of the tie straps resulting from downward loading of the pole frames
is shown in figure 16. The curves showing the downward and upward displacement at the peaks (figs. 5 and 7), the increase and decrease in the spans at
the eave lines (figs. 6 and 8), and the stretch in the tie straps (fig. 16) are
curves of average deflection at various loads for three test assemblies of a
kind.
In all tests, the pole-frame assemblies sustained loads in excess of the computed design loads. The assemblies tested in the upright position sustained
43 pounds per square foot -- the test load minus the dead load divided by the
area -- and the assemblies tested in the inverted position sustained 31 pounds
per square foot -- the test load plus the dead load divided by the area.

Pole-Frame Assemblies Tested in
Upright Position
Three pole-frame assemblies were tested in the upright position with their
loads applied on the roof side of the rafters to simulate snow and dead load.
3
--Data furnished by Farm Buildings Section, Agricultural Engineering Research Branch, Agricultural Research Service.
-The average weight of the material used in the construction of each test
assembly was: Poles, 200 pounds; lumber, 446 pounds; steel strap, 21
pounds; and plywood and nails, 33 pounds.
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These assemblies (fig. 3) failed at an average load of about 21,500 pounds,
exclusive of the weight of the frames. At this load, the peaks moved down
about 7 inches (fig. 5) and the spans at the eave lines increased about 3-1/2
inches (fig. 6). At the design load of 11,250 pounds, the peaks moved down
about 1-7/8 inches and the spans increased about 1-1/8 inches. The maximum increase in span, however, occurred a short distance below the plywood gussets due to the outward bending of the poles (fig. 9). In each frame,
one of the poles tended to bend at a much faster rate than the other.
In general, the three test assemblies performed in about the same manner.
Creaking began at loads of about 4,000 pounds and continued throughout the
remainder of the test. The sheet metal straps that were attached at the peaks
buckled as the frames deflected and were ineffective in strengthening the
frames under downward loading. In all tests, the three pieces of the builtup rafter on one side of the peak failed at or near a knot or other defect.
The plywood gussets that were nailed in place provided both a strong and
rigid connection between the built-up rafters and the poles. The nails did
not seriously split the members either at the time they were driven or during
the test.
A curve showing the average strain in the metal tie strap plotted as a function of the average load applied to the 3 test frames is shown in figure 16.
The curve shows that at the assumed design load of 11,250 pounds acting downward on the frame, a strain of about 0.00125 inch per inch is produced in the
0.05- by 2-inch strap. The stress in the strap at the assumed design load is
calculated from the formula S = E5 where E is 30,000,000 pounds per square
inch and therefore S equals 3,780 pounds. The straps therefore resist a
load of 7,560 pounds or 67 percent of the design load acting downward. For
a simple 3-member, pin-connected structure with dimensions similar to
those of the pole frame, the stress in the tension member is 75 percent of
the total load. The difference between the actual and theoretical stresses
indicates that the action of the collar or tie beam, the rigidity of the poles,
and the fixity of the joint connections reduce the stress in the strap. The
curve in figure 16 indicates that the elastic limit of the strap occurred at a
truss load of about 14,000 pounds. The tests were discontinued before the
strap broke.

Pole-Frame Assemblies Tested in
Inverted Position
Three pole-frame assemblies were tested in the inverted position with their
loads applied on the underside of the rafters to simulate uplift wind load.
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These test assemblies (fig. 4) failed at an average load of about 10,600 pounds,
exclusive of the weight of the frames. At this load, the peaks had moved downward about 7-3/4 inches -- upward if the frames were in a normal position -and the span at the eave lines had shortened about 4-1/4 inches. At the assumed design load of 7,375 pounds, the peaks moved downward about 3-9/16
inches and the spans decreased about 1-15/16 inches. The tie straps loosened
and sagged as the spans shortened (fig. 10).
In general, creaking of the test frames began at about 6,000 pounds and could
be heard throughout the remainder of the test. The sheet metal straps that
were nailed at the peaks of the rafters broke in tension when the load on the
frames was about 9,300 pounds. No increase in the rate of deflection at the peaks
was noted as the straps broke. The poles bent in a reverse curve between
the plywood gussets and the points of anchorage (fig. 10), and slight lateral
displacement could be noted between the ends of the gussets and the poles.
The plywood gussets nevertheless provided strong connections between the
rafters and poles. The joint slip, measured vertically between the rafters
and the poles, was very small to a load of about 6,000 pounds and was from
about 0.02 to 0.04 inch at maximum load.
Each of the test assemblies failed somewhat differently, which indicates a
good balance in construction. At a load of 9,800 pounds, the center ply of
assembly 1TI broke at the peak (fig. 11), and with a load of 10,500 pounds,
the plywood gussets on one of the poles failed in tension (fig. 12). At a load
of 10,200 pounds, the rafter members of assembly 2TI split at the peak and
the collar beams split (fig. 13); then at a load of 10,400 pounds, one of the
poles broke (fig. 14). Assembly 3TI failed suddenly as both the center ply
of the rafter broke at the peak and the collar beam split at a load of 10,960
pounds.

Conclusions

Pole-frame assemblies such as those tested can safely sustain a design snow
load of 20 pounds per square foot of horizontal projection plus a dead load of
5 pounds per square foot and an uplift resulting from a wind of 77 miles per
hour.
Plywood gussets well nailed to poles and rafters provide strong and rigid connections between the rafters and the poles.
The 0.05- by 2-inch steel strap provides an adequate tie between poles. Rods
or wire of comparable strength could be used in place of the steel strap.
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The failure of various members of similar test frames indicates a well balanced design.
The distortions resulting in the frames at the assumed design loads were within reasonable tolerances for most farm buildings.

Appendix

Previously, tests were made at the Laboratory, in cooperation with the Agricultural Research Service, with a number of methods of joining members and
with different fasteners that are applicable for use in pole-frame construction.
The modified methods of fastening the members that were proved successful
in these tests were later used for construction of the full-size pole frames for
the experimental work reported in the main body of this report. The material
in this appendix deals with the tests conducted previously in cooperation with
the Agricultural Research Service.
Conventional and modified designs of framing details were studied for connecting the members of a pole-frame structure together at the eave. In a
conventional pole-frame structure, the roof loads are generally carried by
stringers or rafters that are nailed to the poles and, in addition, bear on bearing blocks or scabs that are likewise nailed to the poles. Often, splitting of
the scab due to nailing and seasoning reduces the effectiveness of such a conne ction.
To determine the adequacy of the scab connection, tests were made on four
scab-to-pole assemblies. One assembly consisted of a wood scab 3 by 6 by
42 inches in size fastened to the pole with 24 sixtypenny nails (fig. 17). The
second and third assemblies were similar specimens -- one fastened with
five 5/8-inch bolts and the other with two 2-1/2-inch split-ring connectors
(figs. 18 and 19). The fourth assembly consisted of 3/4-inch Douglas-fir plywood 8 by 42 inches in size nailed to the pole with 48 sixteenpenny nails (fig.
20). A modified type of connection was also tested in which the rafter was
set on top of the pole. The rafter and pole were tied together with plywood
gusset plates nailed on each side of the assembly with 58 sixteenpenny nails
(fig. 21).
Three southern pine poles, 16 feet long and with 5- to 6-inch tops and 3 pieces
of construction grade, Douglas-fir lumber 3 by 6 inches by 16 feet in size were
cut into sections and grouped to provide matched material for the scab-to-pole
connections. Three specimens of a kind were constructed and tested for each
type of joint. The scab-to-pole assemblies were tested under lateral loading
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or shear as shown in figure 22. Figure 23 shows the rafter-to-pole assemblies
with the plywood gusset plates being tested in tension to simulate uplift wind
load.
An evaluation of the strength and stiffness of the joint assemblies is given by
the curves of average test load and deflection shown in figure 24. The design
load resulting from the uplift of a wind of 77 miles per hour was computed and
is indicated in figure 24 to provide a means of comparing the test results with
the loads that the structure would be expected to withstand in service.
The scabs of the scab-to-pole assemblies fastened with sixtypenny nails showed
some splitting at their ends as the nails were driven. During test, the splits
had a tendency to increase in size and the nails that caused the splits bent less
under load than those in the unsplit wood. Those scabs nailed to the poles with
smaller diameters split more readily than those nailed in the larger poles. The
bolted specimens failed by splitting of the scab as well as by splitting of the
pole. The connector-joined specimens failed in compression and shear of the'
wood at the connectors. In the nailed plywood specimens, the nails pulled from
the poles.
The assemblies with plywood gusset plates that were designed as an alternate
method of fastening the rafter and pole were more rigid and carried a higher
uplift load than any of the other scab-to-pole assemblies, except the bolted
assembly. The plywood gusset plates failed in tension and caused the assembly
to fail (fig. 21). Failures were also noted in the rafters from tension perpendicular to the grain at some of the nails.
Conclusions
The following conclusions are based on the results of tests conducted on three
specimens of a kind:
(1) Nailed, bolted, and connector-joined assemblies of scab to pole can sustain
a load that is 3 times the uplift resulting from a wind of 77 miles per hour.
(2) Nailed assemblies varied widely in load-carrying capacity after their joints
had slipped 0.4 inch. The nailing of the 3- by 6-inch wood scab to the pole with
sixtypenny nails was a difficult task, and the nails caused splitting of various
intensities in the wood.
(3) Staggering of the nails that penetrate solid wood members disperses the
splits and provides a joint of higher load-carrying capacity.
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(4) Scab-to-pole assemblies bolted with five 5/8-inch bolts had greater
strength and stiffness than nailed or connector-joined assemblies.
(5) The load-carrying capacity of the split-ring connectors was not fully
utilized in the small round poles because the connectors were only partially
embedded in the pole.
(6) A rafter-to-pole tie of nailed plywood gusset plates was relatively easy to
assemble and provided a strong, rigid joint.
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Figure 3. --Test setup with pole-frame assembly in upright
position and with load applied by means of cables to the
roof side of the rafters to simulate snow or dead load.
Z M 111 690

Figure 4. --Test setup with pole-frame assembly in an
inverted position and loaded on the underside of the
rafters to simulate uplift or suction resulting from
wind.
Z M 111 479

Figure 9. --The poles of the upright-tested frames that
were loaded on the top side of the rafters bent in a
reverse curve with the greatest deflection occurring
a short distance below the plywood gussets. The
photograph was taken as the test approached maximum
load.
Z M 111 693

Figure 10. --The poles of the inverted frame bent in a reverse curve
between the plywood gusset and the point of anchorage. The photograph was taken as the load on the assembly was about 10,000
pounds. The sag in the metal tie strap can be seen.
Z M 111 483

Figure 11. --Splits in the outer member and break in the center ply
of rafter of assembly 1TI at a load of about 9,800 pounds.
Z M 111 471

Figure 12. --Failure of plywood gussets of assembly 1TI at a load of
about 10,500 pounds.
Z M 111 470

Figure 13. --Splitting of the rafter and collar beam of assembly
ZTI at a load of 10,200 pounds.
Z M 111 477

Figure 14. --Pole of assembly 2TI that broke at a truss load of
10,400 pounds.
Z M 111 478
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Figure 17. --Nailed scab-to-pole assemblies after test. The Douglas-ft'
scabs 3 by 6 by 42 inches in size were nailed to the poles with 24 sixtypenny nails.
Z M 108'598

Figure 18. --Bolted scab-to-pole assemblies after test. The scabs 3 by
6 by 42 inches in size were bolted to the poles with five 5/8-inch
machine bolts.
Z M 108 600

Figure 19. --Split-ring, connector-joined assemblies of scab to pole
after test. The Douglas-fir scabs 3 by 6 by 42 inches in size were
joined to the poles with two 2-1/2-inch split-ring connectors and
1/2- by 10-inch machine bolts.
Z M 108 597

Figure 20. --Nailed plywood assemblies of scab to pole after test. The
scabs of 5-ply, Douglas-fir plywood 3/4 by 8 by 42 inches in size were
nailed to the poles with 48 sixteenpenny nails.
Z M 108 595
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Figure 22. --A scab-to-pole assembly setup ready for test.
Z M 108 320

Figure 23. --Rafter-and-pole assembly setup with plywood gusset plates
ready for tension test.
Z M 108 715
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